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The following are the May 2, 2019 Release Notes. The items listed below outline the major feature and
functionality changes that have been developed in the SAE MOBILUS platform. Other feature
enhancements and defect corrections have occurred but are not documented below.
BROWSE REDESIGN
DESCRIPTION:

The introduction of a ‘‘Browses’’ page last year was
very successful and garnered a lot of site traffic.
However, because of the way the page was structured,
we were not receiving accurate metrics for each
‘‘Browse’’ category.

SOLUTION:

The “Browse” page tab in the main site navigation
was redesigned to be a drop down allowing greater
metrics to be captured for each Browse Category.
The ‘‘Books’’ Category has also been broken into two
sections: Recently Published and Most Popular.

SAE MOBILUS NOTIFICATIONS
DESCRIPTION:

We have heard from multiple end users that they want
to know when there are Platform updates, and when
publications such as the WCX technical papers..

SOLUTION:
Two SAE MOBILUS notifications were introduced in the
platform.
1) WCX publications published and available for
download
2) SAE Platform updates
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FAVORITES CHANGED to ‘‘PROJECT FOLDERS’’
DESCRIPTION:

The team has been working towards offering folder
collaboration in SAE MOBILUS. This functionality will
be rolled out slowly over the next few months. This
change has required updates to language, and work
flow in the platform to accommodate the collaboration
workflow and direction.

SOLUTION:

In the Dashboard, the existing “Favorites” icon has
been renamed to “Project Folders”. This was
implemented to support the future workflow of end
users collaborating in a project with publications.
The permissions for collaborating is in progress and
will be released at a future date.

FAVORITES CHANGED to ‘‘PROJECT FOLDERS’’
DESCRIPTION:

The team has been working towards offering folder
collaboration in SAE MOBILUS. The workflow for
collaboration has required visual improvements and
modifications to be made to the existing ‘‘Favorites’’
folder.

SOLUTION:

The “Favorites”, newly named Project Folders,
homepage has been updated with both a list and a
grid view. The list view (image 1) below will be the
default view due to additional functionality that will be
present for collaborating. The user has the option to
toggle between the two views using the available
icons.
Inside the parent folder, any existing subfolder icons
have been updated in appearance to differentiate
from the publication icon.
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FAVORITES CHANGED to ‘‘PROJECT FOLDERS’’
DESCRIPTION:

The team has been working towards offering folder
collaboration in SAE MOBILUS. This functionality will
be rolled out slowly over the next few months. This
change has required updates to language, and work
flow in the platform to accommodate the collaboration
workflow and direction.
SOLUTION:

On all product landing pages, and the search result
task bar, the “Favorites” button has been updated to
“Add to”. This has been done to match the future
collaboration work flow in which the end user will
have to choose where and how to “Add to” a folder
the selected publication.
The buttons on the Summary and Detail page have
also been reordered.

FAVORITES CHANGED to ‘‘PROJECT FOLDERS’’
DESCRIPTION:

In 2018, the ability for the Admin to set personal
search preferences for a subscription was
implemented. This was based on direct customer
feedback for the functionality.
SOLUTION:

The ability for the end user to know that a search
restriction is applied has been implemented. A
“warning” icon has been added to the search result
page if search customization has been applied by the
administrator for the subscription.
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KNOWLEDGE HUB ADDED TO FILTER
DESCRIPTION:

Subscribers to the Knowledge Hubs were confused
when searching, as the term ‘‘Knowledge Hub’’ did not
appear in the filters. This was due to the filters
representing the collection names, and there is no
‘‘Knowledge Hub’’ collection.
SOLUTION:

Subscribers to the Knowledge Hubs were confused
when searching, as the term “Knowledge Hub” did
not appear in the filters. This was due to the filters
representing the collection names, and there is no
“Knowledge Hub” collection.

IMPROVED READABILITY
DESCRIPTION:

Content is king! And to ensure that the content
remains the highlight of the platform, improvements
to the readability of the site were made.

NEW:

In addition, customers voiced that the search results
were difficult to read because of the spacing and font.
SOLUTION:

Consistency and a typography style guide were
established for MOBILUS that increased the
readability of the site and helps to support ADA.
OLD:
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